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Editors’ Picks: 10 Things Not to Miss in the Virtual Art
World This Week
Get your art fix online.
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Jansson Stegner, Archer. Photo courtesy of Almine Rech, New York.

Each week, we search New York City for the most exciting, and thought-provoking, shows, screenings, 

and events. In light of the global health situation, we are currently highlighting events and exhibitions 

available digitally. See our picks from around the world below. (Times are all EST unless otherwise 

noted.)
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“Jansson Stegner” installation view. Courtesy of Almine Rech.

9. “Jansson Stegner (https://www.alminerech.com/exhibitions/6166-jansson-stegner)” at Almine Rech

What can I say? I’m totally in awe of Jansson Stegner’s genuinely weird approach to figuration. The people that 

populate his world come from the uncanny valley of just-distorted-enough to tickle my brain, full of muscular 

huntresses captured in gloriously active poses. I wish I could stand in front of these in person to fully appreciate 

Stegner’s masterful approach to remixing Western painting tropes, but I’m very happy to share my computer 

monitor with these in the meantime.

Price: Free 

Time: Open online or by appointment through April 18

—Tatiana Berg

Through Saturday, May 10

Addie Wagenknecht, There Are No Girls on the Internet, 2020. Courtesy of the artist.

10. “Addie Wagenknecht: There Are No Girls on the Internet (https://giphy.com/addiewag?view=feed)” at the 

Museum of the Moving Image

In November 2019, the Museum of the Moving Image began installing quartets of animated GIFs inside its main 

elevator—one GIF on each wall, another on the ceiling—as part of a series dubbed “The Situation Room.” Each 

foursome of GIFS was commissioned from a different artist and set to run for two months, with the GIFs 

simultaneously being released on GIPHY (https://giphy.com/gifs/dani-museum-of-the-moving-image-carlos-alfonzo-

sanchez-situation-room-W4zX51Lbr4vJIUhSkO).
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The piece installed just before the museum was forced to temporarily close comes from self-described “anti-

disciplinary” artist Addie Wagenknecht, and it investigates the meme holding that the internet is strictly a man’s

world. Wagenknecht recorded her search through hundreds of video chats looking for another woman, moving on

as soon as her next potential conversation partner was revealed as anyone but. In just a few seconds, each of her

four GIFs reinforces the disturbing gender imbalance and fundamental weirdness of the online experience, as the

artist is served up a steady stream of dudes lying in bed, dudes wearing only a towel, even dudes serving active

military duty—and nothing else except the occasional empty room.

Price: Free 

Time: Open daily, at all times

—Tim Schneider
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